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Guofeng et al., 2018
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Road Map

• Health burden and gas fuel
• What has been done in India?
• Advantages of targeting subsidies better
• Impact of households on ambient pollution
• What has been done in Indonesia?





Stroke

Ischemic Heart Disease

Child 
pneumonia

ug/m3 annual average PM2.5

COPD
Lung Cancer 



Burden of Disease
• Dynamic (changing) estimates by both 

WHO and IHME – overlap but not equal
• Not fixed precise estimates, more like wide 

bands that shift over time.
• Burden of solid cookfuel use determined by

– Epi studies with and without solid fuel use –
gas is often the basis and/or

– Exposure-response studies compared to low 
household levels – equivalent to gas

• Thus, can be interpreted as health effect of 
not using gas



First person in human history to 
have her exposure measured
doing the oldest task in human history

Kheda District,
Gujarat, India
1981



1990:
85%: 700 
million people 
using solid fuels

2010: 
60%: 700
million people

~1980
700 million
people 
in entire country

700 million 
people in the 
Chulha Trap
until 2014

Largest number in
India’ history



Situation in 2014
• All LPG in country sold at subsidy to 

households: ~USD 2-5/14 kg cylinder lower 
than international price

• No upfront costs provided
• Tens of millions of ghost connections: dead 

people, non-existing people, etc.
• Substantial leakage of LPG into restaurants, 

trucks, fishing  boats, etc.
• Major bureaucratic hassle keeping track and 

wasting billions of USD annually 
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Blaming the Oil/Gas Industry

• “Fracking”
• Tanker spills
• Off-shore platform failures
• Pipeline explosions
• Refinery fires
• Air pollution
• And, of course
• Climate change



The industry needs to push back

• It produces the fuel that could save millions 
of lives every year.

• By definition!
• All among the poorest and most vulnerable 

populations in the world
• But to make this case, it needs to do far 

better to make LPG available to poor 
populations
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PAHAL Program – 2015
• All LPG sold at international price – no 

subsidy available on market
• People qualified for subsidy received it 

directly into their bank accounts
• Only when they purchase a refill does it get 

put into the account for the next purchase
• Instantly won the Guinness Book of Records 

as the largest bank transfer in history
• Eliminated tens of millions of wasted 

connections



But no upfront costs provided
• People need to pay their own “connection” 

cost ~$30 for deposit on first cylinder, stove, 
etc.

• This barrier is substantial for poor
• Needed to have source of funds for paying 

this cost for the poor.
• Subsidy wasted on better off households
• But politically very difficult to remove 

subsidies



Give It Up campaign: 2015
• Middle class asked to give up their LPG 

subsidies – not taken away
• Health is the message – “make a poor man’s 

kitchen clean”
• Extensive social marketing

– Modi and other celebrities in speeches, media 
ads, bill boards, etc

– SMS messages
– Fairs, athletic events, posters, skits, etc
– Website linking those giving up to those 

receiving: middle class to poor





MyLPG website: Feb 24, 2016





By 2016, however

• About 10 million had given it up, but the 
rate had slowed.

• Limit subsidy to those earning less than 
15,000 USD/year did not bring much more

• Something else needed



Budget Speech, Feb 2016
• “In our country, cooking gas cylinders 

were considered an upper middle class 
luxury. Gradually it spread to the middle 
class. But the poor do not have access to 
cooking gas. Women of India have faced 
the curse of smoke during the process of 
cooking. According to experts having an 
open fire in the kitchen is like burning 400 
cigarettes an hour. The time has come to 
remedy this situation.”

•



• “We have decided to embark upon on a 
massive mission to provide LPG connection 
in the name of women members of poor 
households…. The Scheme will be 
continued for at least two more years to 
cover a total of 5 crore (50 million) BPL 
(below-poverty-line) households.” 



• “This measure will empower women and 
protect their health. It will reduce drudgery 
and the time spent on cooking. It will also 
provide employment for rural youth in the 
supply chain of cooking gas.”



Ujjwala
• Adding 10,000 distributors to the 18,500 

now existing. 
• National no fault insurance scheme for 

accidents – 6 lakh per accident – national 
number to call

• 1.2 billion USD earmarked for one-time 
connection costs

• 5 kg cylinder developed 
• All transactions only to women’s accounts













2017: Expanded target for 2019

• 30 million more new BPL connections 
• Total to be 86 million since 2015
• Plus 40+ million natural growth in middle 

class
• Perhaps >80% of country to be covered



Of course
• Just providing affordable access to LPG or 

other clean fuel does not mean people 
instantly switch 100%

• The GoI has found a way to give access to 
some 500 million poor people

• Now we need to find ways to accelerate 
usage so that chulha use disappears



Barriers

• Information – people do not know or are 
afraid

• Reliability: more and different types of 
distributors; two cylinders for all

• Upfront cost: connection covered by 
programs, but need to cover cost of stoves

• Refill cost: need to retain subsidy for poor 
and enhance subsidy for very poor

• And further cut subsidies to middle class



Subsidy or ?

• In order for public support of clean fuels to be 
termed “social investments,” 

they need to be far better targeted than in the past.
• Give It Up and income ceilings help, but more 

targeting is needed
• Insufficient income tax coverage to use tax records
• Use of modern asset-based indicators from national 

surveys offer hope
• Embrace modern IT to do so



What have we learned?

• Health sector used to promoting usage –
indeed it is common – latrines, TB drugs, 
bednets, condoms, low salt foods, etc.   
Access is just the start

• Apply behavioral and economic incentives 
to LPG

• Smart subsidies to focus on specific 
financial barriers for the poor that then can 
be termed social investment



Enhancing usage
• Panchayat program ongoing now – 100,000 

village meetings to provide info and 
encourage usage; Themes: 
– Health, environment, empowerment, cost, safety

• New program to combine seven separate 
pro-poor interventions in villages – LPG, 
health insurance, vaccination, etc.
– 65,000 villages since April 2018

• Exploring program with Health Ministry to 
focus on pregnant women – most vulnerable



Why India?
• Vast infrastructure already in place: pipelines, 

bottling plants, cylinder manufacturing, port 
facilities, 18,500 distributors, etc.

• Largest Indian company and two other large 
companies do the marketing: Private sector but 
55% government owned
– Efficiency of private company, but
– Still responds to calls for social programs

• Massive commitment from top to bottom: PM to 
distributor

• JAM is vital



JAM 

• Jan Haar: electronic bank accounts
• Aadhaar cards: biometric ID card system
• Mobile phones: and rapid growth of smart 

phones
• Cashless transactions now possible for LPG 

purchase – six separate systems currently
• Leading national effort to bring rural poor 

into the global economy – Digital India









Targeting subsidies can save money
• Eliminate subsidies to top 2-3 income 

quintiles
• Keeping current levels for those in the 4th

• Increase subsidy in the bottom quintile  
• Would keep everyone’s clean household 

fuel cost less than 4% of income
• And cost the government less than the 

current system



Times of India

Gandhi’s 
Birthday



Indonesia story

• Kerosene subsidies in 2005 were becoming 
a big burden on government

• Kero, however, is an inefficient cookfuel, 
impacts health, and produces black carbon

• No need for kero for lighting since 
Indonesia had become nearly fully 
electrified



In 2008, Indonesia
• Raised the LPG subsidy slightly
• Stopped kero subsidies
• Developed a 3 kg LPG cylinder so that the 

poor could purchase easily
• Gave everyone a LPG stove and first 

cylinder
• Retrained kero sellers and others to sell 

LPG 









As a result

• Kerosene sales went way down
• LPG sales grew, but less since more 

efficient
• Government saved substantial subsidy
• Climate and health impacts presumably 

went down
– Although no measurements yet published



Consider if India was in 
Latin America

• How rich would it have to be to afford such 
an LPG program?

• Like Brazil?  Like Mexico?
• No, same income per capita as Bolivia, the 

fourth poorest country in the region
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Many thanks

For publications 
& presentations:
Just “Google” 
Kirk R. Smith


